
Every child is a unique individual and it is important that he/she is made aware of this. 
At the same time they need to understand and accept that people are different from 
each other. This theme introduces them to the world around and helps them in their 
journey towards self-regulation and self-help.

Listen to

q   Phonic drill

q Instructions 

q Short stories 

q Riddles

Picture Read

q Body parts 

q Clothing 

q Action words 

Identify and read

q i Letters - s, a, t, , p, n, c, k, e, h, r, m, d 

Turn pages in order 

Speak aloud

q Prayer

q Alphabet song

 Phonic drillq

q Simple sentences about  

    themselves and their family

Associate letters with their sounds

Verbally describe

q Pictures

 Recite

 Rhymesq

Make

q Pre-writing strokes

Write

 Letters -  q s, a, t, i, p, n, c, k, e, h, r, m, d

Begin to comprehend

q Wh ' ' questions

questions about main characters, setting and Respond to 

events during a read aloud story session 

Predict story with the help of illustrations

  English
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Numeracy

Count body parts and things around

Differentiate

q One/many, same/different, 

    heavy/light, tall/short, long/short

q Sequence

q Be aware of their names and addresses

q Begin to use positional vocabulary

Read and use numbers

q Identify numbers 0-10

q Rote count 1-20

q Sing Number Rhyme

q Correspond numbers with objects

q Understand number stories

q Match the same numbers

Write

q Numbers (0, 1, 2)

Apply Maths in daily lives

q Understand what comes in ones and twos

q Explore numbers around

q Identify the role of numbers in locating places 

    E.g. Homes

q Practice names of the days of the week, months of the 

    year, seasons through songs, chants & finger plays

q Recognize parts of the day & discuss the activities that 

    occur during morning, afternoon & night

q Participate in classroom graphic activity by adding 

    his/her input to the graph

Music and movement

q Imitate rhymes and actions

q Sing and dance to music

q Get familiar with musical instruments

q Enjoy musical activities

q Move while taking care of other’s safety

Arts

q Engage in creative art work related to 

      festivals and theme

q Make line drawings of family members

Drama

q Use actions to communicate and express

Creative Thinking and Expression

By the end of this unit/theme the learners will be expected to:

Theme Mapping Nursery            
Theme 1 

1

Hindi

Follow instructionsq 

Recite rhymesq 

Picture readq 

q Make correct formations (vyanjan)- 

q Identify 'vyanjan'

q Listen and respond to 

      stories
o] c] d] u] r] x] e] Hk]
j] [k 
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Physical Development
Develop their gross motor skills

q  Jump

q  Kick

q  Throw and catch   

q  Run

q  Somersault

q  Hop

q  Do simple aerobics

q  Freely express themselves through dance

Develop their fine motor skills

q  Cut (using child friendly scissors)

q  Tear and paste with purpose

q  Use tongs or tweezers to pick objects

q  Snap and button

q  Practice tying

q  Colour

q  Play with clay 

q  Do free hand drawing

q  Trace the templates

q  Hold pencils, crayons and markers appropriately 

Identify that rest and exercise keep us healthy 

Self regulate

q  Follow class routine

q  Use magic words-Please, Thank you, May I

q  Begin to accept and demonstrate job responsibilities 

Self-help

q  Feed self

q  Use napkin, fork, spoon, mat, apron

q  Dress and undress

q  Take off and put on shoes and socks

Stay Safe

q  Know ways of staying safe at home & school

Take care of hygiene

q  Understand the importance of taking a bath

q  Brush teeth

q  Wash hands

Organize

q  Holiday Bag

Be social

q  Know things they do with friends

q  Learn to exchange common courtesies with friends 

     and others

Learn to be responsible

q  Take care of belongings

Imagine what others feel

q  Understand difficulties faced when one cannot see 

     or speak

Self aware

q  Learn to identify one’s good qualities

Life Skills (Health, Wellness & Self Help Skills)

Cognitive Thinking 
(Scientific, Social Studies, Technological)

q  Identify body parts and their functions

q  Identify and name different family members

q  Name the characteristics common to families 

q  Differentiate between the physical appearances

     of people

q  Name the rooms and things that belong in a house 

q  Differentiate between the clothes, accessories 

     worn by a boy and a girl

q  Identify and name the clothes for different 

     seasons

q  Identify and name different meals during the day

q  Participate in activities related to the functions of 

     our sense organs 

q  Identify the many ways in which senses are used 

q  Compare objects using senses 

q  Name the characteristics observed in 

     photographs such as hair, colour etc.

q  Participate in the school activities

q  Record own growth from infancy to kindergarten 

     through photographs and drawings 

q  Identify the Principal, teachers and other people 

     at school

q  Identify and follow rules in school

q  Create a class First Aid Box with an adult

q  Show an understanding of festivals celebrated 

     by us

q  Observe processes around them and ask questions

q  Respond to ‘what if’ questions 

Design and Technology

q  Identify technology gadgets around them and 

     sort them by use 

q  Construct a block structure

Environment & Ecology 

q  List ways to conserve water or electricity 

q  Name the ways litter and pollution can harm us

 

Build competence

q Dress Up!

q Speak about self on stage

Watch Socio dramatic play

q Why should I help?

Celebrate special days & festivals

    Events & Celebrations
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Everything around children has colour, form and shape. It is important to introduce 
the children to the wonderful world of colours and shapes to enhance the learning 
experiences ahead of them. This theme is a medium that would ensure that the 
children accomplish the following expectations:

By the end of this unit/theme the learners will be expected to:

Theme Mapping Nursery            
Theme 2 

  English
Listen to

q   Phonic Drill

q  Instructions

q  Short Stories

q  Riddles

Picture Read

q  Shapes

q  Objects beginning with different letters 

Identify and name

q  g, o, u, l, f, b, j, z, w, v, y, x, q   Letters - 

Speak aloud

q  Prayer

q  Simple Sentences 

Recite

q  Alphabet Song

q  Phonic Drill

q  Rhymes

Describe

q  Picture Composition

Write

q  Letters - g, o, u, l, f, b, j, z, w, v, y, x, q   

Comprehend

q  Begin to ask, respond and understand wh questions

Events & Celebrations

Participate in building competence events

q  Shapes Magic

q  Colour Days

Speak about different colours and shapes on the stage

Pretend in Make Believe Play

q  Balloons For Me!

Creative Thinking and Expression

Music and movement
q  Imitate rhymes and actions
q  Sing and dance to music
Arts
q  Explore formation of colours
q  Create colour collage       
q  Make a thank you card
Drama
q  Use actions to communicate and 
     express in make believe story- 
     ‘Balloons for me’

Numeracy

Demonstrate an understanding of pre mathematical 
concepts like 
q  Spotting the differences
q  Making groups
q  Visual discrimination
Do number work through the following activities
q  Feel the tactile cards
q  Clay Play
Recite
q  Number rhyme 
Listen to
q  Number stories
Rote Count 1-20
Identify 
q  Numbers 0-10
Do one-to-one correspondence
Do sequencing
Fill in missing numbers
Complete patterns
Sort shapes, colours and textures
Read pictographs
Play number games
q  Number hunt 
q  Fire in the mountain
Begin to use words to describe time
(yesterday, today, tomorrow)
Write
q  Correct formations (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Apply Maths in daily lives
q  Understand what comes in threes, fours and fives.
q  Explore numbers around

3

Hindi

q   Recite rhymes
q   Picture read
q   Identify varnmala
q   Listen to stories

q ormations    Write correct f
      (Vyanjan) - l] 'k] ;] Fk] p] t] ¥] 
     K] =] i   
q   Follow instructions
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Life Skills (Health, Wellness & Self Help Skills)

Demonstrate self regulation

q  Follow class routine

q  Use magic words- Please, May I and Thank you

Stay safe in school

Show self-help skills

q  Feed self

q  Use napkin, fork, spoon, mat, apron

q  Dress & undress

q  Wash hands

q  Take off and put on shoes and socks

q  Exchange birthday greetings

q  Describe daily routine 

Begin to follow rules

Begin to be responsible

q  Take care of belongings

q  Do class jobs and show interest in leadership

Take turns

Begin to organize his/her belongings

Understand the use of calendar 

Cognitive Thinking 
(Scientific, Social Studies, Technological)

Identify 

q  Shapes and colours

Demonstrate an understanding 

q  We need light to see colours 

Participate in demonstrations

q  How do we see colours?

q  Shadow show

Get engaged in Hands on work

q  Primary colours booklet

q  Making cookies 

q  Colour wheel

Conduct experiments and infer

q  Mixing colours

q  Flash of colour 

q  Why do wheels roll?

Explore to

q  Find the shapes and colours around us

q  Understand the importance of shapes and colours 

     in our lives

Environment and Ecology 

Observe

q  Change in the colour of sky as a result of smoke 

     coming out of chimneys

q  Change in the colour of water as a result of 

     impurities

Design & Technology

q  Create structures using shapes  

q  Identify 2D and 3D shapes like circles, spheres, 

     squares, cubes, rectangles, cuboids in the surroundings 

  Physical Development
Engage in gross motor activities like

q Jumping

q Kicking

q Catch & Throw

q Running

q Somersault

q Hopping

q Swinging

q Climbing

q Crawling

q Tossing

q Sliding

Demonstrate body balance

Engage in fine motor skills activities like

q Cutting, tearing, pasting

q Colouring

q Manipulating

q Clay play

q Free hand drawing

q Tracing the templates

q Beading

Demonstrate team work

Participate in outdoor games and sports

 

4

q  Name parts of the computer

q  Identify gadgets like phone, TV, camera, 

     DVD players

q  Understand how technology works like operating a 

     computer game

    ICT

q Engage in integrated learning through the 

      ‘At the Supermarket‘ scene

Picture Board
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The theme 'Ria Meets People' is an effort to make the children aware of different 
professionals they come across in their daily lives. Children also get to know about 
the places where these professionals work and the tools which they use in order to 
help us in our day to day activities. The theme is a medium to ensure that the child 
accomplishes the following expectations:         
                                 By the end of this unit/theme the learners will be expected to:

Theme Mapping Nursery            
Theme 3 

  English
Listen to

q  Phonic drill 

q  Instructions

q  Short stories

Picture read 

q  Professionals

q  Objects beginning 

     with letters 

q  Picture Composition

Identify 

q  Letters Aa-Mm

q  Beginning sounds of objects

Comprehend

q  'Wh' questions

Sequence 

q  Letters

Associate

q  Uppercase-Lowercase 

Creative Thinking and Expression
Arts

Create an art work with blow paintq  

Choose to work with art materials during free playq  

Music and Movement

Use musical instrumentsq  

Participate in different forms of dance q  

     and music rhythms

Engage in pretend playsq  

Drama

Role play different professionals q  

Numeracy

Do pre number activities

Match same numbers and picturesq  

Find differences q  

Differentiate between far/near, empty/full, q  

     up/down, one/many, more/less

Rote count 1-20q  

Identify and write numbers 1-20q  

Count in tens and onesq  

Count forwards and backwardsq  

Listen to number storiesq  

Do one to one correspondenceq  

Sequenceq  

Find missing numbers (1-20)q  

Identify what comes in between (1-20)q  

Identify what comes before/after (1-20)q  

Play number games

Write

Correct formations 1-20q  

Use maths in their daily lives

Explore numbers around usq  

 

Participate in  

q Guess Who Am I?

q   Make Believe Market

Visit

q   Restaurant 

q   Shopping Centre

   Events & Celebrations

5

Speak/Recite

q  Prayer

q  Alphabet song

q  Phonic drill

q  Simple sentences 

q  Rhymes

q  Short descriptions 

Write

q  Letters Aa-Mm 

  Hindi
q  Recite rhymes

q  Picture read

q  Identify varnmala

q  Follow instructions

q  Listen to stories

q  Make correct formations (Vyanjan) -

     "k] Q] .k] ?k] /k] N] V] B] <] n] y] M] ³] >] g] {k] J
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Cognitive Thinking 
(Scientific, Social Studies,Technological)

q  Identify different professionals & their jobs:

     Baker, salesman, postman, librarian, chef, waiter/

     waitress, mechanic, driver, shopkeeper, artist, 

     florist, gardener, carpenter and plumber, traffic 

     policeman, nurse, driver

Identify different places:q  

      Shopping mallü 

       Super marketü

      Bakeryü 

      Movie hallü 

      Clinicü 

      Restaurantü 

      Playgroundü 

Identify and relate tools used by different q  

     professionals

Identify and describe different products made q  

     by people

Understand that one earns money from workingq  

Play thinking skills games

Find my childq  

Spot the differenceq  

Problem solving riddlesq  

'Find the way out' mazeq  

I Spyq  

Put pictures in sequential order

Life Skills 
(Health, Wellness & Self Help Skills)

Demonstrate self regulation

Follow class routineq  
Use magic words q  
Differentiate between appropriate/inappropriate habitsq  
Differentiate between want and need through the storyq  

      ’Good Choices’

Identify ways of greeting guests at homeq  
Identify the importance of organizationq  
Contribute in a conversationq  
Respect people who serve usq  

Self-help

Feed selfq  
Use napkin, fork, spoon, mat, apronq  

Begin to follow rules 

Begin to be responsible

Take care of belongingsq  
Keep things properly in the school bagq  

Social Skills

Understand socially acceptable behaviourq  
Demonstrate appropriate behaviour in a mall, restaurant q  

     and cinema

Real or Make believe

Understand the difference between real and make believeq  
Talk about saving money 

Demonstrate an understanding of items /areas in 

the classroom

  Physical Development
Engage in gross motor activities like

q Body control

q Kicking, jumping

q Catching, throwing

q Running

q Somersault

q Rolling

q   Backward movement

Exhibit dexterity, manipulation 

and eye hand coordination

Engage in fine motor activities 

like

q Cutting, tearing, pasting

q Colouring

q Clay play

q Free hand drawing

q Tracing the templates

q Stringing beads

Demonstrate teamwork

Participate in

q Making an alphabet crown

ICT
q Name parts of the computer

q Identify gadgets like phone, 

      TV, camera, DVD players and 

       describe their uses

q Identify sending and receiving 

      mails as a way of communication

Design and Technology 

q Attempt to use a model 

      stethoscope

q Understand how technology 

      works like operating a computer 

      game

q Notice the use of technology 

      in daily life

q Put blocks together to build 

      towers and buildings

Environment and Ecology

q  Identify the objects that can be 

     recycled (can be used again)

Discuss the ways of keeping the q  

     home and community clean
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Children are always fascinated by the amazing world of animals. Making them aware 
about different animals, their features, food habits, movements, homes is the focus 
of this theme. Not only this, the theme educates the children about the importance of 
caring for animals.

By the end of this unit/theme the learners will be expected to:

Theme Mapping Nursery            
Theme 4 

  English
Listen to

q  Phonic drill 

q  Instructions

q  Short stories

Picture read 

q  Animals, their homes, food etc.

q  Objects beginning with letters

q  Picture comprehension/description

Describe 

q  People places & things

Relate 

q  Personal experiences with stories

Share experiences 

Discuss unknown words 

Write

q  Letters Nn-Zz

Comprehend

q  Respond to stories and  discuss them

q  Answer wh question 

Participate in sequencing games

Associate Uppercase-Lowercase letters 

Numeracy
Do rote counting 

Find absurdities

Read a pictograph and respond to questions to draw 

conclusions

Do number work

q Identify numbers 

q Count in tens and ones

q Do one to one correspondence

q Differentiate between more and less

q Do sequence completion

q Use manipulatives to create equal sets

Write

q Numbers 21-50

q Missing numbers 

q What comes in between

q What comes before/after

Participate in number game

q Fire in the Mountain

Recognize, complete and create patterns

Use maths in our daily lives

Ask questions before field trips 

Ask questions based on observations like "Are there enough 

toys for everyone?"

Creative Thinking and Expression
Art

q Create patterns on animals

q Experiment creating new designs using materials 

q Create art work

q Show respect for others' art work

q Express ideas & feeling through art

Music

q Identify types of music 

q Play rhythm with instruments 

Drama

q Participate in role plays 

q Use materials & props 

q Act out stories 

    Events & Celebrations
Participate in the following events

q Guess Who Am I?

q Jungle Party

q Ramp Walk

Field trips

q Trip of Zoo/Bird sanctuary/ National Park/

       Animal Safari

q Trip to Farm
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Begin to blend 

q  Letters & sounds

Speak 

q  Prayer

q  Phonic drill

q  Simple sentences

Sing

q  Alphabet song 

Identify 

q  Letters Nn-Zz  

q  Sight words 

Recite

q  Rhymes

  Hindi

q  Follow instructions   

q  Listen to stories

q  Recite rhymes     

q  Picture read 

q  Identify varnmala

q  Make correct formations (Svar - v - v%) 
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Cognitive Thinking 
(Scientific, Social Studies,Technological)

q Discuss the body parts & functions of 

      specific parts of animals

q Identify farm animals, jungle animals, animals 

      in the sky, animals in water, animals in the zoo, 

       animals in the park and animals around the home

q Identify babies and match with parents

q Identify animals’ food & movements 

q Sort animals according to their coverings such as fur, 

       feathers, scales 

q Identify animals’ adaptations that help them 

      to move in different habitats such as wings on birds

q Participate in games & activities 

  ü Spot the difference 

  ü Guess my name

q Ask clarifying questions 

q Make a statement such as "If I do.....then....what 

       will happen?"

q Recognize and sequence illustrations of life cycle of 

       animals (EI)

q Classify and sort technology on the basis 

      of function like taking pictures (EI)

Life Skills 
(Health, Wellness & Self Help Skills)

Be self-aware 

q Make choices

q Verbalize his/her needs

q Express his likes/dislikes, opinions & ideas

q Use appropriate language to describe his/her feelings 

Self regulation 

q Follow rules & routines 

q Wait for turns 

q Use materials responsibly 

q Accept transition 

Self help

q Feed self 

q Use napkin, fork, spoon, mat

q Take care of his/her belongings

q Dress/Undress himself/herself 

Social skills

q Maintain eye contact 

q Engage in conversation with adults & peers 

q Greet adults & peers

q Follow instructions 

q Participate in group games 

q Share materials 

q Seek help from adults & peers 

q Use magic words 

q Demonstrate care for animals

Health and Safety

q Identify how germs spread

q Explain the need for exercise and rest

q Demonstrate playground rules

q Differentiate between healthy and unhealthy food

q Make healthy food choices

  Physical Development
Engage in gross motor activities like

q Kicking, jumping

q Catch, throw

q Running

q Somersault

q Rolling

q Backward movement

Demonstrate body control

Engage in fine motor activities including dexterity, 

manipulation and eye hand coordination

q Cutting, tearing, pasting

q Colouring

q Clay play

q Freehand drawing

q Tracing templates

q Stringing beads

q Aiming

Engage in outdoor fun

q Get my tail 

Participate in group games

Environment & Ecology

q Identify things that come from nature

q Discuss the importance of water & electricity  

q List ways to save water at home & school 

q Observe posters showing ways to save electricity (EI) 

q Conduct a litter clean up 

q Arrange the pictures of activities to show cycle of day 

       and night (EI)

q Use the word extinct to explain that dinosaurs are no 

       longer on earth 

Design and Technology

Observe

q Difference in appearance of animals

Notice

q All living things have common traits

Construct

q Models of animals 
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ICT
q Demonstrate an understanding that computers are 

       used to find information

q Watch educational videos, ppt on the computers, 

       phones, tv under adult supervision  

q Engage in integrated learning through the 

      ‘In the Street‘ scene

Picture Board

This book is part of the customized curriculum package for the school. It cannot be sold separately without prior permission. The comprehensive package cost cannot exceed ` 3200.
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